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(54) Tire tread

(57) Tire tread having a first circumferential tread re-
gion comprising a circumferential first tread rib (22) and
at least one laterally adjacent rib (18, 20) mutually sep-
arated by a circumferential tread groove (28, 30), wherein

the circumferential grooves comprises a tie-bar (32) hav-
ing a circumferentially oriented bisecting cut (36) extend-
ing from the upper surface (37) of the tie-bar toward the
bottom (34) .
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Description

Field of the Invention

[0001] The invention relates generally to vehicle tires
and, more specifically, to a tread pattern for a vehicle tire,
preferably a steer tire intended for commercial truck ap-
plication.

Background of the Invention

[0002] Commercial truck steer tires are required to pro-
vide a suitable level of wet and snow performance while
rolling resistance performance and fuel mileage efficien-
cy achieved by the tire is maintained. Moreover, it is de-
sired that such tires provide a high level of cornering stiff-
ness and resistance to tread wear in order to prolong the
useful life of the tire tread. Accordingly, there is a need
for a commercial truck steer tire having a tread pattern
that functionally meets such competing objectives to
thereby provide the user with acceptable overall tire per-
formance.

Summary of the Invention

[0003] The invention relates to a tire in accordance with
claim 1.
[0004] Dependent claims refer to preferred embodi-
ments of the invention.
[0005] According to a preferred aspect of the invention,
a vehicle tire includes a tire tread having a circumferential
tread center rib and one or more laterally adjacent inter-
mediate ribs adjacent the center rib, each intermediate
rib being separated from the center rib by a circumferen-
tial tread groove. A circumferential array of discrete
tie-bar block elements is disposed within the tread
groove, with adjacent tie-bar elements within the circum-
ferential first array separated by a circumferential spacing
distance. Each tie-bar block element has a circumferen-
tially oriented bisecting cut extending into an upper sur-
face of the tie-bar block element toward a bottom end of
the block element, the bisecting cut extending in a cir-
cumferential direction through the tie-bar block element
to form opposed tie-bar components. The bisecting cut
divides each tie-bar block element into opposed tie-bar
components which operatively flex and converge axially
when present within a rolling tire footprint to operatively
close the radially outward cut segment and resume a
nominal separation dimension when outside a rolling tire
footprint.
[0006] In another preferred aspect, the bisecting cut
within each tie-bar block element forms at a radially in-
ward end a fluid conducting channel extending through
the tie-bar block element, the channel having a nominal
channel width dimension greater than the nominal width
dimension of the radially outward cut segment of the bi-
secting cut.
[0007] The invention, in yet another preferred aspect,

deploys multiple circumferential arrays of tie-bar block
elements so constructed within circumferential grooves
on opposite sides of the center rib.

Definitions

[0008] "Asymmetric tread" means a tread that has a
tread pattern not symmetrical about the center plane or
equatorial plane EP of the tire.
[0009] "Axial" and "axially" means lines or directions
that are parallel to the axis of rotation of the tire.
[0010] "Circumferential" means lines or directions ex-
tending along the perimeter of the surface of the annular
tread perpendicular to the axial direction.
[0011] "Groove" means an elongated void area in a
tread that may extend circumferentially or laterally about
the tread in a straight, curved, or zigzag manner. Circum-
ferentially and laterally extending grooves sometimes
have common portions. The "groove width" is equal to
tread surface area occupied by a groove or groove por-
tion, the width of which is in question, divided by the length
of such groove or groove portion; thus, the groove width
is its average width over its length. Grooves may be of
varying depths in a tire. The depth of a groove may vary
around the circumference of the tread, or the depth of
one groove may be constant but vary from the depth of
another groove in the tire. If such narrow or wide grooves
are substantially reduced depth as compared to wide cir-
cumferential grooves which the interconnect, they are
regarded as forming "tie bars" tending to maintain a rib-
like character in tread region involved.
[0012] "Inboard side" means the side of the tire nearest
the vehicle when the tire is mounted on a wheel and the
wheel is mounted on the vehicle.
[0013] "Lateral" means an axial direction.
[0014] "Lateral edges" means a line tangent to the ax-
ially outermost tread contact patch or footprint as meas-
ured under normal load and tire inflation, the lines being
parallel to the equatorial centerplane.
[0015] "Radial" and "radially" mean directions radially
toward or away from the axis of rotation of the tire.
[0016] "Rib" means a circumferentially extending strip
of rubber on the tread which is defined by at least one
circumferential groove and either a second such groove
or a lateral edge, the strip being laterally undivided by
full-depth grooves.
[0017] "Sipe" means small slots molded into the tread
elements of the tire that subdivide the tread surface and
improve traction, sipes are generally narrow in width and
close in the tires footprint as opposed to grooves that
remain open in the tire’s footprint.
[0018] "Tread element" or "traction element" means a
rib or a block element defined by having shape adjacent
grooves.

Brief Description of the Drawings

[0019] The invention will be described by way of ex-
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ample and with reference to the accompanying drawings
in which:

FIG. 1 is a isometric view of a tire including a tire
tread.
FIG. 2 is a plan view of the tire tread.
FIG. 3 is a side elevation view of the tire and tread.
FIG. 4 is an enlarged plan view of a tread portion.
FIG. 5 is a section view through the tire tread region.
FIG. 6 is an enlarged section view of a tread region
identified in FIG. 5

Detailed Description of Example Embodiments of the In-
vention

[0020] With initial reference to FIGS. 1, 2, 3, and 4, a
tire 10 is provided having a circumferential tread region
12. The tread 12 includes a circumferential center rib 22,
two circumferential shoulder ribs 14, 16, and a pair of
intermediate circumferential ribs 18, 20 disposed on op-
posite sides of the center rib 22. An equatorial center-
plane CL divides the tread 12 preferably into two sym-
metrical halves. A pair of circumferential intermediate
grooves 28, 30 bound the center rib 22 and separate rib
22 form laterally adjacent intermediate ribs 18, 20, re-
spectively. A pair of circumferential shoulder grooves 24,
26 separate respectively the intermediate ribs 18, 20 from
shoulder ribs 14, 16.
[0021] In the symmetrical pattern of the tread 12
shown, situated within each of the intermediate grooves
18, 20 is a circumferential array of discrete, spaced apart
tie-bar block elements 32. Each of the tie bar block ele-
ments 32, as best seen from FIGS. 4, 5, 6, is generally
quadrilateral and elongate in a circumferential direction,
bounded along longitudinal sides by a respective inter-
mediate rib 18, 20 and the center rib 22, and along trans-
verse sides by concave curvilinear sides 34 that extend
between a respective intermediate rib 18, 20 and the
center rib 14. The tie-bar block elements 32 within each
circumferential array are spaced apart by a spacing lying
within a preferred range of 15 mm to 45 mm. Situated
within each of the tie-bar block elements 32 is an elongate
circumferentially oriented tie-bar blade cut 36. As used
herein, "cut" is used in a general sense as a dividing
separation and not as a reference to the manner of form-
ing the divide. Each tie-bar cut divides a respective tie-
bar block element into a pair of opposed tie-bar compo-
nents 66, 68. Each of the tie-bar cuts 36 is formed having
an upper cut region or segment 38 extending into an up-
per tie-bar surface 37 to a lower tie-bar cut region or
channel 40 disposed at the base of the cut. The upper
cut segment 38 is defined between generally parallel op-
posed cut sidewalls 60, 62. The lower cut channel 40 is
generally circular in section, dimensioned having a dia-
metric width W2 within a preferred range of 1 mm to 4
mm, and lies at the base of the tie-bar block element.
The channel 40 extends circumferentially through the tie-
bar block element and provides a conduit for snow and

rain management as will be explained.
[0022] As will be noted from FIG. 6, the tie-bar cuts 36
are recessed radially inward from a radially outward tread
surface 58. The grooves 28, 30 in which the tie-bars are
recessed preferably taper inwardly from a width dimen-
sion W such that each tie-bar block element 32 recessed
within a respective groove has a width less than the W
width of the groove. The tie-bars 32 thus are dimensioned
at a radially outward end less than the width of the inter-
mediate groove 28, 30 in which the block element re-
sides. The width of the intermediate grooves W is within
a preferred range of 9 mm to 15 mm. The cut 36 within
each tie-bar block element has within the upper region
38 a width spacing W1 within a preferred range of 0.5
mm to 1.5 mm. The width W1 of the spacing is prese-
lected to enable the tie-bar block element to close within
a rolling tire footprint as will be explained. The interme-
diate groove and tie-bar block elements therein narrow
from radially inward to a base region end 64. The circum-
ferential channel 40 extending through the base of each
tie-bar block element is located at end 64.
[0023] It will be appreciated that the grooves 28, 30
have a width W at a radially outward tread surface 58
and a groove depth D lying within a preferred range of
12 mm to 18 mm. The tie-bar block elements 32 are re-
cessed within a respective groove 28, 30 and have a
block element height H lying within a preferred range of
11 mm to 17 mm. Alternatively, if desired, the tie-bar el-
ements 32 may be constructed as the same height as
the outer tread surface. Thus, in the new condition, the
upper surface 37 of each tie-bar block element 32 does
not constitute a part of the rolling tire footprint. After suf-
ficient wear of the tread has occurred, the surface 37 of
each block element 32 is exposed and becomes part of
the rolling tire footprint.
[0024] Operation of the tire tread in a rolling tire envi-
ronment, and in particular the function of the slotted
tie-block elements 32, will be understood from a collec-
tive consideration of FIGS. 4, 5, and 6. The tire 10 and
tread 12 has application in a wide range of vehicle uses
and types, and, in particular can is well suited for high
mileage steer tires used in commercial trucks. Steer as
well as drive locations on a commercial truck may use
the subject tread configuration. In a typical application,
such as in regional haul commercial trucks, the subject
tread affords capacity to resist chip and chunk phenom-
ena caused by severe road conditions encountered by
the tire. The tread configuration reduces shoulder wear
and irregular wear due to the rib width within a five rib
design. The center rib 22 and intermediate ribs 18, 20
are relatively narrow, within a preferred range of 50 to 80
percent relative to the relatively wider shoulder ribs 14,
16, having a width within a preferred range of 40 mm to
60 mm. Consequently, the cornering stiffness provided
by the tread is increased and frictional energy reduced
relative to five rib tires having a conventionally uniform
rib design. As a result mileage increase provided by the
subject tread 12 is increased.
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[0025] The arrays of tie-bar block elements 32 within
the center grooves 28, 30 make the tread more rigid and
helps to increase the cornering stiffness and also en-
hances better snow and wet performance through the
tire life. The tie-bar elements 32, functioning as "rigidifi-
cators", stiffen the tread for better cornering and mileage
performance. The tie-bar block elements 32, recessed
within respective grooves, are not in contact with a road
surface when the tire is new but establish contact after
the tire tread wears. As the tie-bar block elements 32
come into contact with road surface, the edges at the
sides 34 become additional edges in the footprint area.
The channel region 40 of each tie-bar block element con-
stitutes an air and water conduit for directing air and water
through the block elements. Allowing air to pass through
the elements eliminates trapped air and thereby reduces
the noise level of the tread. Also, by allowing the passage
of water through the channels 40, potential aquaplaning
is eliminated.
[0026] In the five rib construction of the tread region
12, the net-to- gross ratio defined as net contact area
(area enclosing the pattern of the tire tread in contact
with a flat surface excluding the area of grooves or other
voids at a definite load and inflation) to gross contact area
(area enclosing the pattern of the tire tread in contact
with a flat surface including the area of grooves or other
voids at a definite load and inflation) is increased. The
addition of the tie-bar block elements 32 increases the
Kyy (lateral stiffness) of the tread without impacting the
Kxx (circumferential stiffness) of the tread. The blade cuts
36 extend through the block elements 32 from the top
surface to the bottom 64 and bisect the block in half into
opposite block components in the circumferential direc-
tion. The tie-bar is thus nominally open by the spacing
dimension W1 when the tie-bar is out of the rolling tire
footprint. When the tie-bar block element 32 enters the
footprint of the rolling tire, the blade cut 36 closes in the
axial direction, bringing the two component parts of the
tie-bar together in touching relationship. As a result, the
Kyy (lateral stiffness) of the tread within the footprint is
increased when the tie-bar is within the footprint, whereby
cornering stiffness is enhanced and frictional energy re-
duced. When a tie-bar leaves the footprint of the rolling
tire, the tie-bar separates in the axial direction and blade
cut 36 is re-opened to original spacing W1. The tie-bar
block elements 32 thus help improve mileage perform-
ance of the tire by enhancing stiffness and reducing
treadwear from lateral loads on the tread. The wider
shoulder rib configuration further reduces the shoulder
wear phenomena. As the tread wears through use, the
tie-bar block elements 32 become road contacting ele-
ments and the edges defining the tie-bars additional con-
tacting edges for enhanced traction.
[0027] It will be appreciated that the nominal width W1
of the blade cut 36 is preselected to facilitate the closing
of the cut 36 when within a rolling tire footprint and open-
ing of the cut 36 when outside the footprint. The D, H, W,
W2, and W1 dimensions given herein as preferred rang-

es may thus be modified to other dimensions outside the
identified range to suit the particular tread pattern and
material composition of the tread without departing from
the scope of the invention.
[0028] From the foregoing, it will be appreciated that
the vehicle tire tread 12 is durable and provides improved
performance characteristics. The tire tread 12, config-
ured having one or more circumferential spaced apart
arrays of discrete tie-bar block elements 32 within re-
spective circumferential tread grooves 28, 30, alter the
stiffness characteristics of the tire tread without compro-
mising the wear and circumferential resistance charac-
teristics of the tread. Each tie-bar block element 32 has
a circumferentially oriented bisecting cut 36 which divides
the tie bar into opposed tie-bar components 66, 68. The
opposed tie-bar components 66, 68 accordingly opera-
tively flex and converge axially when present within a
rolling tire footprint to close the radially outward cut seg-
ment 38. The tie-bar when present within the rolling tire
footprint thus stiffens the overall tread and thereby en-
hances cornering, wear, and handling performance of
the tire tread. The opposed tie-bar components 66, 68
resume a nominal separation dimension when outside a
rolling tire footprint. The bisecting cut 36 within each tie-
bar block element 32 further forms at a radially inward
end the large diameter fluid-conducting channel 40 which
extends through the tie-bar block element to allow the
passage of fluid along the circumferential groove in which
the tie-bar block element is situated. The array of tie-bar
block elements accordingly do not obstruct the functional
performance of the groove in which the block elements
are situated, and fluid such as rain or snow melt is able
to traverse the circumferential groove unobstructed by
the array of tie-bar block elements. The tire tread thereby
provides high mileage and durability desired by the user.

Claims

1. A tire tread having a first circumferential tread region
comprising a circumferential first tread rib (22) and
at least one laterally adjacent rib (18, 20) adjacent
to the first rib (22), the at least one laterally adjacent
rib (18, 20) being separated from the first rib (2) by
a circumferential tread groove (28, 30), and at least
one tie-bar block element (32) disposed within the
circumferential tread groove (28, 30), the at least one
tie-bar block element (32) having a circumferentially
oriented bisecting cut (36) extending from or into an
upper surface (37) of the at least one tie-bar block
element (32) and toward a bottom (34) of the at least
one tie-bar block element (32).

2. The tire tread of claim 1, wherein the tie-bar block
element (32) has a reduced height relative to a height
of the first rib (22) and the laterally adjacent rib (18,
20).
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3. The tire tread of claim 1 or 2, wherein the first cir-
cumferential tread region is a center tread region and
the circumferential first tread rib (22) is a center tread
rib.

4. The tire tread of claim 1, 2 or 3, wherein the at least
one laterally adjacent rib (18, 20) is an intermediate
rib.

5. The tire tread of at least one of the previous claims,
wherein the bisecting cut (36) extends circumferen-
tially through the tie-bar block element (32) with the
bisecting cut (36) bounded by opposite inward facing
cut sides (60, 62).

6. The tire tread of at least one of the previous claims,
wherein a circumferential first array of a first plurality
of discrete tie-bar block elements (32) is disposed
within the tread groove (28, 30) with adjacent tie-bar
block elements (32) within the circumferential first
array separated by a circumferential spacing; and,
optionally, wherein at least one or each discrete tie-
bar block element (32) within the first array is divided
by a circumferentially oriented bisecting cut (36) ex-
tending from or into an upper surface (37) of each
of the first plurality of discrete tie-bar block elements
(36), each bisecting cut (36) extending circumferen-
tially through a respective tie-bar block element (32)
and each bisecting cut (36) having a radially outward
cut segment bounded by opposite inward facing cut
sides (60, 62).

7. The tire tread of claim 6, wherein a circumferential
second array of a second plurality of discrete tie-bar
block elements (32) is disposed within a second cir-
cumferential groove bounding an opposite side of
the first rib (22) or the center rib, the tie-bar block
elements (32) within the first and the second circum-
ferential array being separated by a circumferential
spacing.

8. The tire tread of at least one of the previous claims,
wherein the bisecting cut (36) of the tie-bar block
element (32) or wherein each of the bisecting cuts
(36) within each of the discrete tie-bar block ele-
ments (32) within the first array includes a radially
lower channel (40), the channel (40) extending
through the respective tie-bar block element (32) and
having a nominal width dimension greater than a
nominal width dimension between inward facing cut
sides (60, 62) of a radially outward segment (38) of
the bisecting cut (36).

9. The tire tread of claim 8, wherein the nominal width
dimension between the inward facing cut sides (60,
62) of the radially upper segment (38) of the bisecting
cut (36) or each of the bisecting cuts (36) lies within
a range of from 0.5 mm to 1.5 mm; and/or wherein

the nominal width dimension of the lower channel
(40) of the bisecting cut (36) or each of the bisecting
cuts lies within a range of from 1 mm to 5 mm, alter-
natively of from 2 mm to 4 mm or from 2 mm to 3 mm.

10. The tire tread of at least one of the previous claims,
wherein a radially outward surface (37) of preferably
each tie-bar block element (32) is radially offset and
recessed from a radially outward surface of the first
or center rib (22).

11. The tire tread of at least one of the previous claims,
wherein the circumferential tread groove (28, 30) has
a nominal depth dimension lying within a range of
from 12 mm to 18 mm and each tie-bar block element
(32) has a radial height within the circumferential
groove (28, 30) lying within a range of from 11 mm
to 18 mm or from 10 to 18 mm.

12. The tire tread of at least one of the previous claims,
wherein opposed tie-bar components operatively
flex and converge axially from a nominal separation
dimension into a deformed orientation when present
within a rolling tire footprint to operatively close the
radially outward cut segment and wherein the op-
posed tie-bar components operatively flex and di-
verge axially into a non-deformed orientation when
outside a rolling tire footprint and resume the nominal
separation dimension.

13. The tire tread of claim 12, wherein the nominal sep-
aration dimension between the tie-bar components
lies within a range of from 2 mm to 6 mm.

14. A tire comprising a tire tread in accordance with at
least one of the previous claims.

15. The tire of claim 14 wherein the tire is a truck tire,
preferably a truck steer tire.
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